Eating Edits by MIS
A FOOD EDITING SERVICE

Hire a food specialist now!

1234 Walnut Street,
Pecan City.
(123) 456 7890

www.eatingedits.com

Have a specialist analyze and edit your food!
Our labs are equipped with the latest laser technology and electromagnetic mist to manipulate food particles.

How does it work?
If you want a food specialist to analyze your food and help you embark a project, go to our website and browse the list of specialists to set up a Zoom meeting. Once you and the specialist meet and are ready to go, both of you will receive instructions on using the Food Science Lab. You may choose to work on a short-term project or long-term project, different fees apply. Training workshops are also available every week. Go to our website for more information.

Past Projects
Making translucent plantain chips
From 2045-2046, Dr. Rowan led a team of fruit specialists in creating thin plantain chips that were translucent and quite malleable.

Making rose-shaped popcorn
Last year, Dr. Mariam conducted research into using a special laser technique called "kiki" in order to shape popcorn kernels as they pop.

Other services
Squeaky Clean
We offer our cheap, fast, and easy cleaning service. Just bring in your food and our newly designed electromagnetic mist will zap gunk away.

Just want simple editing?
We also offer basic services like gluten development, speed fermentation, flavor enhancing, among other things. These are performed by robots. No need for an appointment.